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as well as in their minds; and some bludgeon their hearers
into a merciful unconsciousness with the studied brutality
of a typewritten discourse heaped menacingly in front of
them and diminishing as the pile of read manuscript grows—
oh! so slowly—under the reading-lamp. Being myself
humane, I am always on the side of the audience, I hope
that they will win. Have I not suffered agonies of suspense
from learned men, whose speech was hopelessly impeded
by their learning, as they incited drooping rows of listless
hearers in a college lecture-room to " come ... mnyumm ..,
to another aspect.., mnyahh... of the problem... mnyum-
mnyahh ... " ? Yet the audience at a public lecture is less
deserving of our pity. It has only itself to blame : there
was no need for them to come.
They have their reasons, though.   For some (and these,
I believe, compose the vast majority) have come to learn ;
others, less to be respected, are there to see the speaker.
They are the sightseers of literature, eager to view the in-
adequate little man or the imposing lady whose writings they
have long enjoyed in private—and there is, I suppose, a
certain satisfaction to be derived from watching a novelist
with an output like Niagara struggling for his next word.
The lecture-platform may, for all that I know, be the novel-
reader's revenge, a Freudian " compensation " for the deluge
of the written word sought in the halting utterance of the
lecturer.   But if practice can make perfect, there is small
excuse for any lecturers to remain inarticulate, when at last
they turn their faces towards the comforting silence of home
after the endless solo of a lecture-tour.   For they will have
travelled several thousand miles to the monotonous accom-
paniment of their own voices.   That music will pursue them
through every hour of their extremely crowded days, from
their rising up to their lying down—and even there, perhaps,
they will hear it answering the telephone to explain their
deepest convictions in reply to journalistic questions.   They
will hear it lecturing, of course, in mornings, afternoons, and
evenings.   And between lectures they will catch its doubtful

